Hummer h3 cargurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Make sure you ask for
Mike Yeah, We ended up purchasing a vehicle here. I was somewhat hesitant when we arrived.
The premises is a little rough as far as vehicles being jammed in a small area. However, this is a
diamond in the rough. The folks that work there are friendly and quite helpful. The vehicles that
we looked at were a step above the used lots that we had looked at in Beaumont. I say give
them a chance if you need a used vehicle. Terrible experience going there. Hummer I went to
look at, they were pulling other cars out of mud with it. Had mud all over truck and on floor
mats. And upon close inspection of Hummer, it would not past state inspection! Mark is a God
send. He took extra care when helping me purchase a beautiful car. If you want to be treated
kindly and get a great car, go see Mark. I meant it! Car is exactly what I expected, Josh was very
personable and not pushy. Would recommend. The dealer was very helpful in getting all the
paperwork ready for me to sign. Very professional and I am happy with my Mini. Very
professional, experienced and prepared paperwork in advance to make this one of the best car
buying experiences if have ever had. I want to say one of the best experiences at a dealership I
have ever had. Pedro helped me through the process and never once felt pressured. I really
appreciate it and see Pedro also definitely a good salesman to do definitely will buy another car
from them happy holidays Discount Auto Brokers team and Happy New Years and thank you for
everything. I got tricked going there. The vehicles are not great or good deals. I was told we
could negotiate, since I wanted to pay cash but when I got there, there was no such thing,
vehicle had several issues. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Hummer H3. Email me price drops and new listings for
these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers in Houston
TX. Hummer dealers in Katy TX. Hummer dealers in Conroe TX. Hummer dealers in Galveston
TX. Hummer dealers in Huntsville TX. Hummer dealers in Beaumont TX. Hummer dealers in
Bryan TX. Hummer dealers in Lufkin TX. Hummer dealers in Victoria TX. Kyle answered 12 years
ago. Logan answered 12 years ago. Disregard the advise given by Kyle. That impulsive "slap
them on there because they'll fit! If you want bigger tires, upgrade BOTH the wheels and tires as
a unit. That will not change your turning radius, alignment specs or require any computer
recalibrations. If you go larger than two inches, you'll need computer reclabriation and for
safety, a brake upgrade. Almost forgot. If you do want to run something as large and aggressive
as a 35" tire; you'll need to consider a body lift, chassis lift or both. The body lift is considerably
less expensive. You'll still need new alignment and a brake upgrade. The question is, will it be
safe? Have adequate clearance, suspension rebound and maintain alignment? Andrew
answered 12 years ago. Andrew, please explain WHY this is a correct course of action and how
your evaluations arrived at the size range of 29""? Also please explain your contingency plan
for the residuals created by those choices Nate answered 12 years ago. I am currently running
the also stock 31" tires on 18" chrome rims from the h3x package, but the 31's look silly
compared to the 33" that came on it. I would love to go with a 35" mud terrain on the stock 18"
h3x rims if it will be possible with no upgrades. Just be cautious in what advise you follow. The
two threads posted by the teenagers is rock dumb and may get you hurt. The H3 features a
two-speed, electronically controlled full-time four-wheel drive system that is suitable for both
on-road and off-road driving in all conditions, with electronic locking front and rear differentials
optionally available. Hummer H3. Nate - 35's will be lovely on your ride, with appropriate rims for
back spacing. I do believe you can do the Rancho 4" lift and rims for uder 4K and add tires to
the bill - on top of it. Adding the 35's however, limited your suspension cycle - on stock
suspension. And the 35's will weigh slightly more - find a lighter 35 and you'll be fine. PaulH3
answered 9 years ago. New to the Forum, I dont agree with some answer's I own a 08 H3
Hummer Adventure Leveled the front end to the back, took about 30 min to do, very easy Just
make sure your mark the bolt heads and count the number of times you turn the bolts. On mine
"going clockwise" 6 full turns on the driver side, which leveled off to match the rear and 5 full
turns on the passenger side to match it with the rear Very easy Test drove both on the highway
and stop and go, other than your sitting a tad higher there is no difference in ride quality in my
H Ive read horror stories in many forums regarding bigger tires and adjusting torsion bars, if
you can read and follow instructions its simple. There are several good video's and you tube
regarding this There's NO need to buy a lift kit of any kind to clear 35's Now if you have the H3

base model, you might run into some issues, but with the alpha and adventure you wont unless
you have a poor rundown suspension Hope this helps. That is much more noticable. I did
however have my rotors warp after 30, miles after switching to the tires. I replaced the breaks
with upgraded calipers and rotors. Only reasion I wouldnt use these tires as a daily driver are
because they are spendy and wear quickly. XXXGirl answered 7 years ago. I have a low front
end as well and when I cut the wheel it rubs against the sway bar. Aztek answered 6 years ago. I
want a more aggressive look but not affecting my driving. What do you guys recommend me.
I'm running 20" just put a leveling kit on and you'll have no problems.. Fravor answered 3 years
ago. I have a h3 base i put a 2. After newer shocks i dont see any difference in how soft of a ride
it is. Stopping is a little grester but not much. Handles the same and if anything my steering
feels lighter. I go offroading a LOT and have had no rub even fully flexed. I will say if you do a
suspension lift of any kind please be advised that the camber bolts in all h3 hummers like to
freeze up. So buy new ones to fix that issue. HummerMahal answered 3 years ago. Hummer
Mahal - you should be just fine no mods. If it makes you feel better you can check out the
Discount Tire web site, they list alternate sizes suitable to no mods. Scrapper answered 3 years
ago. My truck rides and looks great now. Was pretty stressed while makeing the decision to go
to 35s but no regrets at all now! Guru94MJZD answered 5 months ago. Does anyone know
where I can get brush guards, Spot lights, any other accessories for an H3 Hummer. Not finding
much I can purchase. My hummer h3 gets stuck when I turn the steering wheel almost all the
way like when I need to back up and turn to pull out or to just take a sharp turn to drive in to a
parking it slowly comes to Will I need to mod anything or will these tires fit on the stock rims,
will there be any rubbing? My h3 hummer i have replaced the alternator an battery there both
good u can shut the vehicle off when u go to start it up it plays dead hook jumper cables up it
jumps right off im really lost CarGurus has 8 nationwide H3 listings and the tools to find you a
great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Hummer H3 - Car
Customization. Start a new Hummer H3 question. Search Hummer H3 Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Hummer H2 15 listings. Used Hummer H1 2 listings. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. They wanted to charge an extra dollars for a safety check even
though it was listed as road ready. Had I agreed they would have charged me for the Warranty
which in the ad was also included in the listing. This dealership is wonderful and prompt! Max
really informative salesperson! We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius
25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Hummer H3. Email me price drops and new listings
for these results. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Request Information.
Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers in Guelph ON. Hummer dealers in Cambridge ON.
Hummer dealers in Kitchener ON. Hummer dealers in Milton ON. Hummer dealers in Brampton
ON. Hummer dealers in Orangeville ON. Hummer dealers in Burlington ON. Hummer dealers in
Hamilton ON. Hummer dealers in Brantford ON. Hummer H2 For Sale 15 listings. I have asked
several questions and never got a response. I have a Hummer H3 the engine light came on the
code showed I needed a thermostat. I replaced it and it was off. When I got my h3. I was told to
only use non ethanol or 93 octane, which sounds ridiculous to me. If the car manual says 87 or
higher. I just wanted to know what benefits does non ethanol have and Like the H2, the Hummer
H3 has only one engine option available, a hp, 3. However, the H3 has received an additional
transmission. Instead of just a 4-speed automatic, a 5-speed manual has been added as the
standard transmission. Smaller than the other Hummers, the H3 is a slightly more user friendly.
Most of the features available come standard in the Hummer H3. Air conditioning, cruise
control, tire pressure monitors and a CD player are just a few of the standard features. The
options include a CD changer, a navigation system and a sunroof. Certainly not as high end as
the Hummer H2, the H3 is an excellent alternative if you need a more controlled Hummer. A
common request was for more power, perhaps a V6 or even a V8 available. Gas mileage was
also a source of contention with owners. Many owners were surprised by the maneuverability

and turning radius of the H3. Overall, this is a Hummer that is made for people who don't quite
need a full-sized beast. It's been tamed a little bit, and some folks need a calmer ride. Hummer
H3 Model Overview. Used Hummer H3 Hummer H3. Start a new Hummer H3 question. Updated
Feb 14, by Anonymous. Hummer H3 Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Select Year Browse Questions. Favorite Favorite. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. They were very accommodating, and met me at the
dealership whenever it was convenient for me! That happy that I bought the car.! Happy now?
They wanted to charge an extra dollars for a safety check even though it was listed as road
ready. Had I agreed they would have charged me for the Warranty which in the ad was also
included in the listing. This dealership is wonderful and prompt! Max really informative
salesperson! Like the H2, the Hummer H3 has only one engine option available, a hp, 3.
However, the H3 has received an additional transmission. Instead of just a 4-speed automatic, a
5-speed manual has been added as the standard transmission. Smaller than the other
Hummers, the H3 is a slightly more user friendly. Most of the features available come standard
in the Hummer H3. Air conditioning, cruise control, tire pressure monitors and a CD player are
just a few of the standard features. The options include a CD changer, a navigation system and
a sunroof. Certainly not as high end as the Hummer H2, the H3 is an excellent alternative if you
need a more controlled Hummer. A common request was for more power, perhaps a V6 or even
a V8 available. Gas mileage was also a source of contention with owners. Many owners were
surprised by the maneuverability and turning radius of the H3. Overall, this is a Hummer that is
made for people who don't quite need a full-sized beast. It's been tamed a little bit, and some
folks need a calmer ride. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos,
our filters can help with that too. Used Hummer H3 for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years.
Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Find Hummer H3 listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Request Information. Read more. I love the look! The
22 inch rooms sent it over the top! Vey spacious and plenty of leg room for those in the back
seat. There is a lot of cargo space and if that isn't enough the back seats lay down to provide
even more!! Mom walks with a walker and just cannot climb into the front passenger seat, even
with the running boards. There is plenty of power for any purpose. The cost of ownership is
much less than I expected it to be. I can't say enough about how good the drive is on regular
roads as well as the Highway. The interior is quiet at any speed and the ride is smooth. If there
are any curbs or fields you have to drive through the Hummer handles them with ease. I wish I
could have explored the capabilities of it more. Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers in Calgary
AB. Hummer dealers in Edmonton AB. Hummer dealers in Halifax NS. Hummer dealers in
Montreal QC. Hummer dealers in Ottawa ON. Hummer dealers in Quebec QC. Hummer dealers in
Toronto ON. Hummer dealers in Vancouver BC. Hummer dealers in Winnipeg MB. Hummer H2
For Sale 15 listings. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Car
was extremely dirty and they painted over the scratches and chipped paint. Dealer responded
quickly to my inquiry. They had great information on the vehicle. They made the process of
buying a used car awesome! I would absolutely recommend. Make sure you ask for Mike Yeah,
We ended up purchasing a vehicle here. I was somewhat hesitant when we arrived. The
premises is a little rough as far as vehicles being jammed in a small area. However, this is a
diamond in the rough. The folks that work there are friendly and quite helpful. The vehicles that
we looked at were a step above the used lots that we had looked at in Beaumont. I say give
them a chance if you need a used vehicle. Terrible experience going there. Hummer I went to
look at, they were pulling other cars out of mud with it. Had mud all over truck and on floor
mats. And upon close inspection of Hummer, it would not past state inspection! This dealer got
back to me right away i havent been able to contact them back yet due to holiday but I will.
United Auto Sales and Service was very prompt in their answer of their phone, answer their
phone, and their willingness to further help me in my venture to find a work vehicle. Though I
did not purchase a vehicle through them I gave high ratings based on their prompt
communication and follow up communication. Called very quickly after my email request was
submitted. Very good customer service. Didn't buy from this dealer, but their communication
was excellent. Staff was very courteous. Had to call. Did not respond to my inquiry. I emailed for
info on Cad DTS an got no response. Later in the wk they had another Cad DTS for sale.
Emailed for info but no response. I had to call Premium to get some info. Thank Ray happy to do

business with you even though We have never met in person. Did a deal over the phone for
Tacoma. I live in Hilo My cousin went to look at truck for me. Hoping for a nice shape and great
running truck. But it still has to be shipped to Hilo. Answered questions quick and was great to
deal with. Car sold before I was able to make a deal but overall a good experience. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Hummer for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50
mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Hummer for sale near me Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Alexander. Lowell, MA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Pasquale. Private Seller:
Ronald. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers in Atlanta GA. Hummer
dealers in Boston MA. Hummer dealers in Chicago IL. Hummer dealers in Dallas TX. Hummer
dealers in Detroit MI. Hummer dealers in Houston TX. Hummer dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Hummer dealers in Miami FL. Hummer dealers in New York NY. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Make sure you ask for Mike Yeah, We ended up
purchasing a vehicle here. I was somewhat hesitant when we arrived. The premises is a little
rough as far as vehicles being jammed in a small area. However, this is a diamond in the rough.
The folks that work there are friendly and quite helpful. The vehicles that we looked at were a
step above the used lots that we had looked at in Beaumont. I say give them a chance if you
need a used vehicle. Terrible experience going there. Hummer I went to look at, they were
pulling other cars out of mud with it. Had mud all over truck and on floor mats. And upon close
inspection of Hummer, it would not past state inspection! This dealer got back to me right away
i havent been able to contact them back yet due to holiday but I will. United Auto Sales and
Service was very prompt in their answer of their phone, answer their phone, and their
willingness to further help me in my venture to find a work vehicle. Though I did not purchase a
vehicle through them I gave high ratings based on their prompt communication and follow up
communication. Thank Ray happy to do business with you even though We have never met in
person. Did a deal over the phone for Tacoma. I live in Hilo My cousin went to look at truck for
me. Hoping for a nice shape and great running truck. But it still has to be shipped to Hilo. John
was helpful allowed me to test drive car, didn't complain that I had gotten car a some what
dusty when testing the 4 wheel drive. Gave me a copy of the carfax type report don't recall
which company He was not pushy. Overall a good experience. Lynn helped me find, drive, and
purchase a vehicle. She was quick to reply to my questions and has even helped me after the
fact with DMV concerns. Very happy! He replied quick, made paper work easy and was reliable. I
drove 3 hours one at for my vehicle and there was not one part I wish would have been different.
I highly recommend this dealership. Inquired about a corvette advertised on car gurus. I moved
on. The price is misleading, it was actually 15, Top of the line! Many thanks. I bought my car two
days later check engine light came on they kept my car two weeks 3 days I have it three days
out the shop check engine light came back on. The dealer was helpful and also very
professional. My questions were answered in a thorough manner. Our mechanic found severe
issues with the car including evidence of two wrecks and the person running the dealer got mad
and defensive over this and took a vehicle report that included "transfer case pressure low" and
"shock not responding" codes and said it was the fault of being tested that the codes came up.
We've bought cars from him before, but this experience was not good. In the past we bought
work vans from him without issue. They did contact me. I went on website and found that I
could apply for a loan, but when I was contacted I was informed that this seller does not offer
financing of any kind. Although they answered my questions they were not as engaging or
punctual in replying back to e-mails and phone calls. Dave was extremely professional and
courteous - truck as advertised very clean extremely happy. Came away with great truck.
Definitely recommend. Bill Kay put me in a vehicle I never imagined I could ever own. I love my
new truck. I was searching for a suv over the holidays, and they didn't pressure me even tho i
decided to wait until after the holidays to continue my search. Just received an email and
checked out the car. Looks like a good car with a decent price. However, it was manual
transmission, so I was not interested. Even so, they were prompt and professional in getting me
the information I needed. I did a lot of research on dealerships and this one had excellent
reviews. Everyone was so nice and helpful and the buying process was very smooth! Dan was
who I worked with primarily and he was awesome! Like the H2, the Hummer H3 has only one

engine option available, a hp, 3. However, the H3 has received an additional transmission.
Instead of just a 4-speed automatic, a 5-speed manual has been added as the standard
transmission. Smaller than the other Hummers, the H3 is a slightly more user friendly. Most of
the features available come standard in the Hummer H3. Air conditioning, cruise control, tire
pressure monitors and a CD player are just a few of the standard features. The options include a
CD changer, a navigation system and a sunroof. Certainly not as high end as the Hummer H2,
the H3 is an excellent alternative if you need a more controlled Hummer. A common request was
for more power, perhaps a V6 or even a V8 available. Gas mileage was also a source of
contention with owners. Many owners were surprised by the maneuverability and turning radius
of the H3. Overall, this is a Hummer that is made for people who don't quite need a full-sized
beast. It's been tamed a little bit, and some folks need a calmer ride. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Hummer H3 for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Hummer H3 for sale near me Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Read more. I love the look! The 22 inch rooms sent it over the top! Vey spacious and
plenty of leg room for those in the back seat. There is a lot of cargo space and if that isn't
enough the back seats lay down to provide even more!! Mom walks with a walker and just
cannot climb into the front passenger seat, even with the running boards. There is plenty of
power for any purpose. The cost of ownership is much less than I expected it to be. I can't say
enough about how good the drive is on regular roads as well as the Highway. The interior is
quiet at any speed and the ride is smooth. If there are any curbs or fields you have to drive
through the Hummer handles them with ease. I wish I could have explored the capabilities of it
more. Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers in Atlanta GA. Hummer dealers in Chicago IL.
Hummer dealers in Dallas TX. Hummer dealers in Houston TX. Hummer dealers in Los Angeles
CA. Hummer dealers in Miami FL. Hummer dealers in New York NY. Hummer dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Hummer dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Dave was extremely professional and courteous - truck as
advertised very clean extremely happy. Came away with great truck. Definitely recommend. Very
professional and the quickest I have ever purchased a vehicle, a very efficient check out
process and pleasant employees who were easy to work with. I made an appointment to go look
at a vehicle and the salesman emailed me in the morning asking me if I was still coming, when I
arrived he realized it was sold. Very unorganized. Van was as described online, everything in
good condition. The van was clean and ready to go. Test drove and everything checked out.
Buying experience was fast, courteous, and friendly. Their office was clean. I would recommend
this dealer. Although I didn't follow up and purchase a vehicle, they did respond quickly and
sent me a link to a detailed video of the car in question. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Hummer H3. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Private Seller: Sandra. Mesquite, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus?
Hummer dealers in Dallas TX. Hummer dealers in McKinney TX. Hummer dealers in Fort Worth
TX. Hummer dealers in Denton TX. Hummer dealers in Greenville TX. Hummer dealers in
Corsicana TX. Hummer dealers in Weatherford TX. Hummer dealers in Waco TX. Hummer
dealers in Tyler TX. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Scheduled a pre-purchase inspection for the vehicle I wanted to buy, and it got sold before the
mechanic could do the inspection. I only found out the car had been sold when the mechanic
was 10mins away to complete the job. The best, I walked on the lot and there it was, the car I
had been searching almost a year for. My guy, Milo was on it, he was good and Chino worked
out a great deal for me! Thank you, again. They have everything on there lot.. Clean lot sales

person told me the vehical was there but when I got there it wasn't but he did offer another
vehical same kind but more expensive. But he was nice and consider on what I was looking for.
The people at 1st choice vere very polite and effecient. My experience there was very good. Very
positive experience. Debbie was great. I didn't make a decision yet, but their customer service
deserves a 5. Was told the vehicle I was interested in was being recondition and was not on the
lot. Sales person said he would let know when the vehicle was on his lot, probably by the
weekend. Never notified. Vehicle was sold. Bought a wonderful car from the manager named
Lisa. What a great experience! She helped my daughter Hannah find the perfect car. I will
definitely be recommending her to all my friends! This is hands down the best dealership in
Georgia. I have bought 6 cars from Sammy Lisa and Steve. I am about to buy my 7th. I will not
buy anywhere else. Even if they don't have the car I want they will find it and buy it for me.
These people are my family now. Don't buy anywhere else. Best deals ever!!!! Dealer responded
quickly. We didn't get this car but found something better. Nice staff. Very helpful with the deal
and paperwork. Car was mostly as represented. Very nice people. Even though I did not
purchase from them they were good to deal with. Sales rep a little pushy and truck had smoke
coming out of exhaust. Did not seem normal to me. First I'd like to say Dacula Automotive
associates were very helpful, positive attitudes, and they had great personalities. Hopefully my
truck continues to make me smile! Brian is the best car sales man i. Ever met. He going to make
every reasonable attempt to get you in a vehicle. I wasmt expecting to get the truck until
monday. He said no come get today and bring check back monday. That earned my business
for life. Have to give one star to add input. The dealer never responded but I went anyway. When
we arrived, we could see the van but we were told it was on hold and that they had nothing else,
good bye. It's not a typical dealership. Juan was very flexible and worked hard to get me the
deal on my car. He made the car buying experience a lot less stressful. He even paid to fix a
problem I was having with the car's ignition 3 months after I bought it. I love my VW convertible!
Was contacted by the person. He was out driving the car when I came to look at it. Don't know if
this is a dealership or what. Looked like an office building. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Hummer H3.
Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
Seller: Anyelo. Atlanta, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Hummer dealers
in Atlanta GA. Hummer dealers in Lawrenceville GA. Hummer dealers in Covington GA. Hummer
dealers in Canton GA. Hummer dealers in Carrollton GA. Hummer dealers in Gainesville GA.
Hummer dealers in Rome GA. Hummer dealers in Athens GA. Hummer dealers in Lagrange GA.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Make sure you ask for
Mike This dealer got back to me right away i havent been able to contact them back yet due to
holiday but I will. United Auto Sales and Service was very prompt in their answer of their phone,
answer their phone, and their willingness to further help me in my venture to find a work
vehicle. Though I did not purchase a vehicle through them I gave high ratings based on their
prompt communication and follow up communication. Thank Ray happy to do business with
you even though We have never met in person. Did a deal over the phone for Tacoma. I live in
Hilo My cousin went to look at truck for me. Hoping for a nice shape and great running truck.
But it still has to be shipped to Hilo. Inquired about a corvette advertised on car gurus. I moved
on. The price is misleading, it was actually 15, Top of the line! Many thanks. I bought my car two
days later check engine light came on they kept my car two weeks 3 days I have it three days
out the shop check engine light came back on. Our mechanic found severe issues with the car
including evidence of two wrecks and the person running the dealer got mad and defensive
over this and took a vehicle report that included "transfer case pressure low" and "shock not
responding" codes and said it was the fault of being tested that the codes came up. We've
bought cars from him before, but this experience was not good. In the past we bought work
vans from him without issue. They did contact me. I went on website and found that I could
apply for a loan, but when I was contacted I was informed that this seller does not offer
financing of any kind. Although they answered my questions they were not as engaging or
punctual in replying back to e-mails and phone calls. Dave was extremely professional and
courteous - truck as advertised very clean extremely happy. Came away with great truck.
Definitely recommend. Just received an email and checked out the car. Looks like a good car

with a decent price. However, it was manual transmission, so I was not interested. Even so, they
were prompt and professional in getting me the information I needed. In fees imaginary fees.
Sam was very helpful in working with me. The dealership let an independent mechanic evaluate
the vehicle, it checked out great, and it is now my daughter's first car. Thanks for all of your
assistance! They responded with in a short time, and were helpful. Because of bad weather I
have to go there another time. The representative from the dealership contacted me via email
very quickly. We corresponded a few times and I have yet to contact them in return. Overall,
very satisfied with this dealership. Polite and friendly, very helpful answering questions I had. A
great overall experience buying a used truck. Awesome people to talk with. Seems to care about
your needs. I would recommend this dealership. They were very helpful with me ,and very
professional the dealer knows what they were during! Great customer service. Very happy with
my vehicle. I would recommend buying from automax. After complaints of an underpowered
engine became deafening, the Hummer H3 added a new 5. The new H3 Alpha gets hp and lb-ft of
torque, and its dimensions have been slightly revised to accommodate the larger engine from
the Silverado. It also purportedly is cleaner than many pickup engines. The regular 5-cylinder, 3.
Both engines come with either a 5-speed manual or 4-speed Hydramatic, and the Alpha has
taller gears. The H3 features 4WD with low-range gearing, 9 inches of ground clearance, and
skid plates, and is designed specifically for off-roading. Traction control and rack-and-pinion
steering have been revised this year, and all models come with ABS brakes, stability control, a
tire monitor, and dual front airbags. Side curtain airbags have also been added in the Alpha for
Base models feature a full power setup, cruise control, and CD player, and as you move up
through Luxury and H3x, you add heated leather seats, power front seats, and a 6-CD changer.
The H3x adds styling notes, such as a chrome fuel door and body-colored grille. Tie-downs are
included, but a cargo cover is extra. You can also add a trailer hitch to tow up to 4, pounds in
the regular H3 and 6, pounds in the Alpha V8. The rear-mounted spare tire, which hampered
visibility, has been moved under the bed. Options include a sunroof and rearview camera. The
extra V8 power has increased the H3's rugged off-roading performance, and the smaller overall
size of the H3 somewhat improves city maneuverability, but highway driving still lacks power,
and the rear
1971 chevy truck
2004 pontiac grand am passlock bypass
small outboardscom
seats are still cramped. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hummer H3 listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

